Morphological multiscale enhancement, fuzzy filter and watershed for vascular tree extraction in angiogram.
This paper presented an automatic morphological method to extract a vascular tree using an angiogram. Under the assumption that vessels are connected in a local linear pattern in a noisy environment, the algorithm decomposes the vessel extraction problem into several consecutive morphological operators, aiming to characterize and distinguish different patterns on the angiogram: background, approximate vessel region and the boundary. It started with a contrast enhancement and background suppression process implemented by subtracting the background from the original angiogram. The background was estimated using multiscale morphology opening operators by varying the size of structuring element on each pixel. Subsequently, the algorithm simplified the enhanced angiogram with a combined fuzzy morphological opening operation, with linear rotating structuring element, in order to fit the vessel pattern. This filtering process was then followed by simply setting a threshold to produce approximate vessel region. Finally, the vessel boundaries were detected using watershed techniques with the obtained approximate vessel centerline, thinned result of the obtained vessel region, as prior marker for vessel structure. Experimental results using clinical digitized vascular angiogram and some comparative performance of the proposed algorithm were reported.